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Abstract

In this paper, we generalize our prior results in motion analysis to
design gaits for a more general family of underactuated mechanical
systems. In particular, we analyze and generate gaits for mixed me-
chanical systems which are systems whose motion is simultaneously
governed by both a set of non-holonomic velocity constraints and a
notion of a generalized momentum being instantaneously conserved
along allowable directions of motion. Through proper recourse to
geometric mechanics, we are able to show that the resulting motion
from a gait has two portions: a geometric and a dynamic contribu-
tion. The main challenge in motion planning for a mixed system is
understanding how to separate the geometric and dynamic contribu-
tions of motion due to a general gait, thus simplifying gait analysis. In
this paper, we take the first step towards addressing this challenge in
a generalized framework. Finally, we verify the generality of our ap-
proach by applying our techniques to novel mechanical systems which
we introduce in this paper as well as by verifying that seemingly dif-
ferent prior motion planning results could actually be explained using
the gait analysis presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

In a companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007), we explore gait
generation and analysis techniques for two classes of mechan-
ical systems: purely mechanical and principally kinematic sys-
tems. These two types of systems seem to belong at two ends
of a spectrum: at one end are systems whose motion is gov-
erned solely by the conservation of momentum, while at the
other are systems whose motion is governed solely by the ex-
istence of a set of independent non-holonomic velocity con-
straints that fully specify the systems’ motion. In this paper we
develop gait analysis tools for the full range of the spectrum by
addressing a more general type of mechanical systems, namely
dynamic systems with non-holonomic constraints. The motion
of this class of mechanical systems is governed by both a set
of non-holonomic velocity constraints as well as the evolu-
tion of a generalized momentum variable which is governed
by a set of differential equations. We refer to such systems as
mixed systems throughout this paper. Note that what differenti-
ates mixed systems from the above two types of systems is the
existence of non-trivial momentum evolution equations which,
as we shall see, complicates the motion planning problem.

As a motivating example, we apply our gait analysis tools to
generate gaits for a well-known mechanical system, the snake-
board shown in Figure 1 which was first analyzed by Os-
trowski et al. (1994)� moreover, we introduce and design gaits
for a novel system, the variable inertia snakeboard shown in
Figure 2. Throughout this paper we refer to Ostrowski’s snake-
board as the original snakeboard to differentiate it from the
new variable inertia snakeboard.

Both example systems are of the mixed type� however, the
inertia of the original snakeboard is constant and independent
of the system’s configuration while the inertia of variable iner-
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the snakeboard denoting its five
configuration variables �x� y� �� �1� �2�. The snakeboard is a
simple mixed system that has been studied extensively in the
literature. In this paper we generate three types of gaits by
specifying how to control the rotor and the wheel angles, rep-
resented by the base variables ��1� �2�, so that the system will
change its position and orientation, represented by the fiber
variables �x� y� ��.

Fig. 2. A schematic of the variable inertial snakeboard denot-
ing its five configuration variables, �x� y� �� �1� �2�. We intro-
duce this novel mixed mechanical system which is more gen-
eral than the snakeboard. In this paper we generate three types
of gaits by specifying how to control the inter-link angles, rep-
resented by the base variables ��1� �2�, so that the system will
change its position and orientation, represented by the fiber
variables �x� y� ��.

tia snakeboard, as the name suggests, is not fixed and depends
on the system’s configuration. Having a fixed inertia simplifies
gait analysis as was the case for the original snakeboard� thus,
the novel variable inertia snakeboard helps us verify the gen-
erality and applicability of our gait analysis techniques. We
revisit both of these example systems throughout the paper to
demonstrate our ideas and eventually generate gaits for both
snakeboards.

Our gait generation and analysis techniques allow us to de-
sign curves in the base space, the space that represents the in-
ternal degrees of freedom of the robot, to understand how they
induce either translations or rotations for both snakeboards in
the plane. In other words, we consider gaits using the actuated
base variables to control the un-actuated fiber variables. Re-

call that the configuration space of mechanical systems can be
trivially divided into the fiber and base spaces where the fiber
space represents the “position” of the system with respect to a
fixed inertial frame.

What is interesting about mixed systems is that the set of
non-holonomic velocity constraints acting on the mechanical
system do not completely constrain the system’s velocity as
is the case for principally kinematic systems. In other words,
for mixed systems the non-holonomic velocity constraints do
not completely span the fiber space. Thus, there must exist un-
restricted directions of motion along which the constraints do
not act. For such motion, we can define generalized momen-
tum variables that are governed by a set of first-order differ-
ential equations. We will see that for both the original and the
variable inertia snakeboards, rotations about the point of inter-
section of the wheel axes are allowable motions for which the
generalized momentum is instantaneously conserved. More-
over, in this paper we introduce a scaled momentum variable
which simplifies the expression of the above first-order differ-
ential equations governing its evolution. This novel momen-
tum variable allows us to better understand its evolution which
in turn simplifies our gait generation and analysis techniques.

2. Prior Work

Gait generation or designing curves in the base space to pro-
duce a desired position change has been extensively studied in
the literature. Our approach builds upon and attempts to unify
and generalize some of the prior work in gait analysis and gen-
eration. We cover most of the prior work in the companion pa-
per (Shammas et al., 2007)� however, we present here the prior
work that is most related to our motion planning approach for
mixed systems.

2.1. Sinusoidal Inputs

Ostrowski (1995) exploited the translational symmetry in the
laws of physics to reduce or simplify the original dynamic
Euler–Lagrange equations of motion. In fact, by expressing
the dynamics of a mechanical system in a body-attached co-
ordinate frame, they were able to represent the dynamics as
an affine non-linear control system. Then, by taking recourse
to control theory and limiting themselves to sinusoidal inputs,
they we able to specify the frequencies of these inputs. In fact,
they devised a one-to-one correspondence between the gait fre-
quencies and the order of the non-trivial Lie brackets of the
control vector fields described by the above affine control sys-
tem.

Ostrowski (1995) used their gait generation analysis to gen-
erate gaits for the original snakeboard (Figure 1). Moreover,
Chitta et al. (2005, 2004) developed several unconventional lo-
comoting robots, such as the robo-Trikke and the rollerblader.
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They used Ostrowski’s techniques which generated sinusoidal
gaits for these novel locomoting robots. It is worth noting
that, originally, sinusoidal inputs were motivated by Brock-
ett’s work on controllability of mechanical systems (Brock-
ett, 1981� Brockett and Dai, 1993). In fact, Ostrowski et al.
(2000) utilized optimal control theory to numerically generate
optimal gaits for systems such as the snakeboard. These gaits
not only moved the snakeboard along a specified direction, but
also moved the robot by a specified magnitude.

It is worth mentioning that prior work related to this ap-
proach has been have been employed to study kinematic chains
and focused on computing the connections using different
Lie groups (Krishnaprasad and Tsakiris, 2001, 1994a,b, 1995�
Tsakiris, 1995). Also, Murray and Sastry (1993) and Walsh
and Sastry (1991, 1995) were amongst the first to analyze
sinusoidal gaits for mechanical systems. Finally, for further
involved reading on the topics of non-holonomic mechan-
ics, geometric control theory and symmetry and invariance,
the reader is referred to Bloch et al. (2003, Chap. 1 through
5), Bullo and Lewis (2004) and Marsden and Ratiu (1994,
Chap. 4, 7, and 9), respectively.

2.2. Kinematic Reduction

Lewis (1999) was the pioneer for this body of work which ana-
lyzed mechanical systems and identified gaits which, when ex-
ecuted, allowed the mechanical systems to be treated as kine-
matic. Later, Bullo and Lynch (2001c) formalized this idea and
introduced the notion of decoupling vector fields defined in the
base space whose integral curves define gaits which, when ex-
ecuted, guaranteed that the mechanical system would evolve
as a kinematic mechanical system. It is worth noting that the
gaits produced by the integral curves of the decoupling vec-
tor fields are similar to one of the families of gaits that we are
proposing in this paper.

The work done of Bullo and Lewis (2003) on the kinematic
reduction of simple mechanical systems is closely related to
our work. Their main contribution is in actually defining a
kinematic reduction for simple mechanical systems or, in other
words, reducing the dynamics of a system so that it can be rep-
resented as a kinematic system. Furthermore, they studied the
controllability of these reduced systems. For certain examples,
they were able to generate gaits for these systems as shown
in (Bullo and Lynch, 2001a,b� Bullo et al., 2002� Bullo and
Lewis, 2003, 2004� Choudhury and Lynch, 2002� Iannitti and
Lynch, 2003, 2004). In fact, Bullo and Lewis (2003) have de-
signed gaits for the original snakeboard (Figure 1) which we
analyze in this paper.

2.3. Integration Approach

We would like to introduce this approach which is also in-
cluded in the companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007). The

main idea of this approach is to relate position changes to
volume integrals under well-defined functions. Using a sim-
ilar approach Mukherjee and Anderson (1993) and Nakamura
and Mukherjee (1989, 1991) generated gaits for the rolling
disk, which is a principally kinematic system. In fact, they
only generated gaits that produced a desired motion with a
specified magnitude for the particular example of the rolling
disk. This task was done by limiting the gaits to closed rec-
tangular curves, thus solving the volume integrals analytically.
This is not feasible in general, as in more general systems posi-
tion change in a body-attached coordinate frame is not directly
related to the global position change of the mechanical system.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that there has been other
prior work that is related directly to the integration approach of
Yamada (1993). Yamada was concerned with purely mechani-
cal systems and generated gaits only for space robots. We have
developed a similar but more general approach and generated
gaits for a larger family of mechanical systems. In fact, we
generate gaits for purely mechanical and principally kinematic
systems in the companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007), but
here we generate gaits for mixed mechanical systems which
are a more general type of mechanical system.

In this paper, we shed more light on the above seemingly
disjoint approaches and intuitively explain why their proposed
gaits work. Through the second kinematic reduction prior
work approach, one can appreciate the difficulty of dealing
with the momentum variables and their dynamic effect of mo-
tion. In fact, kinematic reductions provide a mechanical way of
computing gaits that do not change the generalized notion of
the system’s momentum. In this paper, we introduce a specific
type of gait which we term as purely kinematic gaits. These
gaits are structurally similar to the gaits proposed by Bullo and
Lewis (2003), even though we have a different technique to
generate them1. Finally, in this paper we verify that the above
seemingly different prior motion planning approaches, such as
the sinusoidal inputs, kinematic reductions and integration ap-
proaches, are not disjoint, but rather belong to one unified mo-
tion planning theory.

3. Background Material

In this section we present a rather abbreviated introduction to
Lagrangian mechanics and mechanics of locomotion, both of
which we cover extensively in the companion paper (Shammas
et al., 2007). However, we rigorously define mixed systems and
several other technical terms that are needed in presenting our
techniques.

1. Note that in our work we do not construct kinematic reductions as pre-
scribed by Bullo and Lewis (2003)� however, we identify gaits that produce
motion due only to the geometric phase shift, which, as we show later in the
paper, are related to the kinematic part of the body representation velocity.
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3.1. Lagrangian Mechanics

The configuration space of a mechanical system, usually de-
noted by Q, is a trivial principal fiber bundle� that is, Q �
G � M , where G is the fiber space with a Lie group struc-
ture that represents the position of the robot with respect to an
inertial coordinate frame and M is the base space which rep-
resents the internal degrees of freedom of the system. Thus,
a configuration variable can be written as q � �g� r� � Q
where g is the fiber variable and r is the base variable. Typ-
ically, the configuration space is n-dimensional whereas the
fiber and base space are l-dimensional and m-dimensional, re-
spectively� that is, n � l � m. A configuration velocity is de-
noted by �q � � �g� �r� � Tq Q, where Tq Q is the tangent space of
the manifold Q at the configuration q. In this paper we define
the Lagrangian of a mechanical system to be the system’s ki-
netic energy, that is,

L�q� �q� � 1

2
�qT M�q� �q� (1)

where M�q� is the mass matrix. Moreover, we assume that a
set of k non-holonomic constraints that are acting on the me-
chanical system can be written in a Pfaffian form,

��q� � �q � 0� (2)

where ��q� is a k � n matrix describing the constraints and
again �q a velocity element represented an element in the tan-
gent space of the configuration manifold, Q. Thus, we can
write the dynamic equations of motion for a mechanical sys-
tem that is subject to a set of non-holonomic constraints as

d

dt

�
�L�q� �q�
� �qi

�
� �L�q� �q�

�qi
� � j�

j
i �q� � 	 i � (3)

for all i � 1� 
 
 
 � n, where n is the dimension of Q, j �
1� 
 
 
 � k, where k is the number of non-holonomic constraints
acting on the mechanical system, � are the Lagrange multipli-
ers and 	 i are the generalized forces.

3.2. Dynamics Body Representation

Associated with the Lie group structure of the fiber space, G,
we can respectively define an action, �g, and a lifted action,
Tg�g, on the entire configuration manifold, Q, and its tangent
space, Tq Q. Recall that since we are using body representa-
tion, an element of the Lie algebra is given by

� � Tg L�1
g �g� (4)

where Lg�1 and Tg Lg�1 are, respectively, the left and lifted left
actions acting on a fiber element, g � G, and a tangent fiber
space element, �g, which is an element of the tangent space of
the Lie group, G.

Table 1. Dimensions of various vectors and matrices.

Matrix Dimension Description

g� � l � 1 Fiber variables, body velocity

r m � 1 Base variables

q n � 1 Configuration variables

M n � n Mass matrix

A���A l �m Local connection forms

I l � l Locked inertia tensor

p 1� �l � k� Generalized non-holonomic
momentum

� k � n Pfaffian constraint matrix
	 �l � k�� l Basis of null space of �

� k � 1 Constraint forces

Since we can verify that both the Lagrangian and non-
holonomic constraints are invariant with respect to these ac-
tions, we can express the system’s dynamics at the Lie group
identity element, e � G, as was shown by (Marsden and Ratiu,
1994). In other words, we eliminate the dependence on the
placement of an inertial frame. Note that the elements of the
tangent space at the fiber space identity element form a Lie al-
gebra which is usually denoted by �. This invariance allows us
to compute the reduced Lagrangian, l��� r� �r�, which accord-
ing to Ostrowski (1995) has following form

l��� r� �r� � 1

2
�� �r�T 
M

���
�r

�� (5)

where


M �
�� I �r� I �r�A�r�

AT�r�I T�r� m�r�

�� 
 (6)

Here 
M is the reduced mass matrix, A�r� is the local form of
the mechanical connection, I �r� is the local form of the locked
inertia tensor, that is, I �r� � ��e� r�, and m�r� is a matrix de-
pending only on base variables. The sizes of the above matri-
ces are given in Table 1. Similarly, using invariance we can
compute the non-holonomic constraints in body coordinates to
express them as

	��r�
���
�r

�� � 0 or 	���r�� � 	�r�r��r � 0
 (7)

where 	�� and 	�r are sub-matrices of 	�. Finally, using the
above terms which are computed in a body-attached coordinate
frame, we can express the entire dynamics of the mechanical
system in body coordinates to obtain

d

dt

�
�l

��

�
� ad��

�l

��
� �T 	� � 0 (8)
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and
d

dt

�
�l

� �r j

�
� �l

�r j
� 	 r

j � (9)

where i � 1� 
 
 
 � l, j � 1� 
 
 
 �m and 	 r
j are the base forcing

functions. For a detailed derivation of the above equations of
motion, the reader is referred to Bloch et al. (2003).

3.3. Mixed Systems

In the companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007) we define
purely mechanical and principally kinematic systems. Here
we define mixed systems, a general type of systems of which
purely mechanical and principally kinematic systems are spe-
cial cases. While principally kinematic systems have “enough”
linearly independent non-holonomic constraints to completely
specify fiber motions as a function of the base variables, mixed
systems do not have “enough” non-holonomic constraints to
do this. The implication is that for any configuration of the ro-
bot, there exist fiber velocities along which the constraints do
not act� that is, the constraints define a co-distribution which
is orthogonal to the feasible velocity distribution. Moreover,
the set of non-holonomic constraints must be invariant with
respect to the Lie group action associated with the fiber space.
Thus, we define mechanical systems as follows.

Definition 1. A mechanical system whose configuration
space has trivial principal fiber structure, Q � G � M , and
is subjected to k non-holonomic constraints, ��q� � �q � 0, is
said to be mixed if:

� 0 � k � l (the number of constraints is less than the
dimension of the fiber space)�

� rank���q�� � k (the constraints are linearly indepen-
dent)�

� ��q� � �q � ���g�q�� � Tg�g� �q� � 0 (the constraints are
invariant with respect to the Lie group actions)�

where�g and Tg�g are the Lie group’s action and lifted action
defined over Q and T Q, respectively.

3.4. Mechanics of Locomotion

Now we borrow some well-known results from the mechanics
of locomotion (Marsden et al., 1990), upon which we build our
own gait generation techniques. For a mixed system, accord-
ing to Ostrowski (1995) the system’s configuration velocity
expressed in body coordinates, � , is given by the reconstruc-
tion equation

� � �A�r��r � ��r�pT� (10)

where A�r� is an l � m matrix denoting the local form of the
mixed non-holonomic connection, ��r� is an l � �l � k� ma-
trix and p is the generalized non-holonomic momentum, that
is, the momentum along the allowable directions of motion
which are orthogonal to all velocity constraints. Note that, for
certain types of mechanical systems, the second term in (10)
vanishes by definition. Such systems include purely mechani-
cal and principally kinematic systems which we analyze in the
companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007).

Moreover, for systems with a single generalized momentum
variable2, its evolution is governed by a differential equation
of the following form

�p � pT� pp�r�p � pT� p �r �r��r � �rT� �r �r �r��r� (11)

where the � are matrices of appropriate dimensions whose
components depend solely on the base variables. Later in the
paper, we will re-derive both (10) and (11) and rewrite them in
appropriate forms that will help us analyze and design gaits.

4. Examples

We now introduce our two example systems, the original
snakeboard and the novel variable inertia snakeboard. We re-
visit these two examples throughout the paper to demonstrate
our gait generation techniques. First we define the systems’
configuration spaces, compute their reduced mass matrices
and write the set of non-holonomic constraints acting on the
systems in body coordinates. We encourage the reader to ex-
plore our Mathematica

R�
code (Extension 1) because not only

are all of the figures generated using this code, but it also al-
lows the reader to closely inspect our proposed gaits and an-
alyze other gaits using our techniques. Moreover, all expres-
sions presented in the example sections were computed using
the code in Extension 1.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard

A schematic of the original snakeboard is shown in Figure 1.
It is composed of one rigid link, a rotor pivoting around the
center of the link and two passive wheel sets pivoting at each
of the distal ends of the link. The restriction that the wheel
sets do not slip sideways gives rise to the two non-holonomic
constraints that act on the system. We attach a body coordi-
nate frame to the middle of the center link as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The position and orientation of the body frame is repre-
sented by the fiber variables, �x� y� ��, while the two internal

2. For systems with more than one generalized momentum variable, (11) will
be a system of differential equations involving tensor operations. Please refer
to Bloch et al. (2003), Marsden and Ratiu (1994), Murray and Sastry (1993),
Ostrowski and Burdick (1998) for more details.
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degrees of freedom representing the wheel axes and rotor an-
gles are denoted by the base variables, ��1� �2�. Note that we
have coupled the wheel axes rotation to be equal in magnitude
but opposite in direction.

Hence, the original snakeboard has a five dimensional �n �
5� configuration space Q � G � M , where the associated Lie
group fiber space denoting the robot’s position and orienta-
tion in the plane is G � SE�2�, the special Euclidean group.
The base space denoting the internal degrees of freedom is
M � � � �, the coupled wheel angles and the rotor angle.
The Lagrangian of the original snakeboard in the absence of
gravity is given by

L�q� �q� � 1

2

3�
i�1

�mi �xT
i �xi � ji ��2

i �� (12)

where mi and ji represent the mass and inertia of each of
the rigid bodies (the center link, the rotor and the wheels),
while xi and � i represent the global3 position and orienta-
tion of these rigid bodies. Moreover, the two non-holonomic
constraints that act on the system are given by the following
differential form

d

dt
� 
xi 
yi �

��cos� 
� i �

sin� 
� i �

�� � 0� (13)

where � 
xi � 
yi � is the global position of the intersection point of
the wheel axes and the middle link, and 
� i is the global orien-
tation of the wheel axes. Let the length of the middle link be
2H and the mass and inertia of the entire system be denoted
by M and J , respectively. The rotor and wheel inertias are de-
noted by Jr and Jw, respectively. To simplify some expressions
we will assume that J � Jr � 2Jw � M H2.

Given that the fiber space has an SE(2) group structure, we
can compute the group action and lifted action. In particular,
the matrix form of the lifted action is given by

�� 	
 ������
� 1

� 2

� 3

�� �

Tg Lg�1� 	
 ������
cos��� � sin��� 0

sin��� cos��� 0

0 0 1

��

�g� 	
 ������
�x
�y
��

�� 
 (14)

Using the above equation we can compute the reduced La-
grangian and non-holonomic constraints to verify that they are
independent of any fiber variables. More precisely, we solve
for the components of �g from (14) and substitute them into (12)
and (13). The matrices associated with the reduced Lagrangian
and non-holonomic constraints for the original snakeboard are
given in (15)–(17):

3. Global refers to measurements done in a �xed inertial frame.


MOS �

�������������

M 0 0 0 0

0 M 0 0 0

0 0 M H2 0 Jr

0 0 0 2Jw 0

0 0 Jr 0 Jr

��
� (15)

where I �r�, the locked inertia tensor, is the top left 3� 3 sub-
matrix of 
M . The non-holonomic constraints are expressed in
body coordinates are given by

	�OS
� �

��� sin��1� cos��1� H cos��1�

� sin��1� � cos��1� H cos��1�

�� � (16)

and

	�OS
r �

��0 0

0 0

�� 
 (17)

Recall that the terms 	�� and 	�r are sub-matrices of ��r�
expressed in body coordinates as we show in Appendix A of
the companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007). Moreover, note
the constant reduced mass matrix for the original snakeboard
shown in (15). This actually simplifies the problem of gait gen-
eration. In fact, this is one of the reasons why we are intro-
ducing the variable inertia snakeboard which does not have a
constant reduced mass matrix.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

We now introduce our variable inertia snakeboard example
and compute several of the terms we discussed in the previous
section. This system is somewhat related to the original snake-
board, but, as we shall see, it is a more complicated system.

The variable inertia snakeboard shown in Figure 2 is com-
posed of three rigid links that are connected by two revolute
joints. The outer two links have mass, m, concentrated at the
distal ends and an inertia, j , while the middle link is massless.
Moreover, attached to the distal ends of the outer two links is
a set of passive wheels whose axes are perpendicular to the
robot’s links. The restriction that these wheels do not slip side-
ways gives rise to two non-holonomic constraints which act on
the system. We attach a body coordinate frame to the middle
of the center link and align its first axis along that link. The lo-
cation of the origin of this body-attached frame is represented
the configuration variables �x� y�while its global orientation is
represented by the variable � . The two internal degrees of free-
dom are represented by the relative angles between the links
��1� �2�.

Hence, the variable inertia snakeboard has a five-
dimensional �n � 5� configuration space Q � G � M , where
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Table 2. Reduced mass matrix for the variable inertia snakeboard.


MVS � m R

��������������

2
R 0 � sin��1�� sin��2� � sin��1� sin��2�

0 2
R cos��1�� cos��2� cos��1� � cos��2�

� sin��1�� sin��2� cos��1�� cos��2� 2
�

H2�2R2

R � cos��1��cos��2�
1�H

�
2R � H cos��1� 2R � H cos��2�

� sin��1� cos��1� 2R � H cos��1� 2R 0

sin��2� � cos��2� 2R � H cos��2� 0 2R

��

the associated Lie group fiber space denoting the robot’s po-
sition and orientation in the plane is G � SE�2�, the special
Euclidean group. The base space denoting the internal degrees
of freedom is M � � � �. The Lagrangian of the variable
inertia snakeboard in the absence of gravity can be computed
using (12).

Let 2H and R be the length of the middle link and the outer
links, respectively. To simplify some expressions we assume
that the mass and inertia of the two distal links are identical,
that is, mi � m and ji � j � m R2. Given that the fiber
space has an SE(2) group structure, we can compute the group
lifted action as shown in (14). The lifted action allows us to
verify the Lagrangian invariance and to compute the reduced
Lagrangian and the reduced mass matrix associated with it,
as is shown in Figure 2. Note that the reduced mass matrix
for the variable inertia snakeboard depends solely on the base
variables �1 and �2 and is not constant as was the case for
the original snakeboard, which was studied in the prior work.
We shall see later in this paper how this complicates the gait
analysis of the variable inertia snakeboard.

Similarly we can write the non-holonomic constraints with
respect to the body coordinate frame for the variable inertia
snakeboard as

	�VS
� �

��� sin��1� cos��1� R � H cos��1�

sin��2� � cos��2� R � H cos��2�

�� � (18)

	�VS
r �

��R 0

0 R

�� 
 (19)

Finally, we verify that both of our example systems be-
long to the mixed type of mechanical system. Both snake-
boards have a three-dimensional base space, SE(2). More-
over, both have two non-holonomic constraints, one for each
wheel set. We have verified that these constraints are invariant
with respect to the group action and we know that these non-
holonomic constraints are linearly independent away from sin-
gular configurations. Thus, we conclude that both the original
snakeboard and variable inertia snakeboard are mixed systems.

5. Mechanical Systems Classification

In this section, we shed some light on the generality of mixed
systems by verifying that they supersede other types of me-
chanical systems.

Even though we have already defined purely mechanical
and principally kinematic systems in Shammas et al. (2006),
we briefly recall their reconstruction and momentum evolu-
tion equations. By the end of this section we will have verified
that these two systems are special cases of mixed systems and
unified the computation of the reconstruction and momentum
evolution equations for all three types of mechanical systems.

Remember that for purely mechanical systems which by
definition start from rest, the reconstruction and momentum
evolution equations are given by

� � �A�r��r (20)

and
p � 0� (21)

where A�r� is the local form of the mechanical connection as
defined in Section 3. For principally kinematic systems, the
reconstruction and momentum evolution equations are given
by

� � ���r��r (22)

and
p is not defined, (23)

where ��r� is the local form of the principally kinematic con-
nection. Note that we acknowledge the slight abuse of nota-
tion in (23), however, its meaning should be clear, that is, for
the case of principally kinematic systems, there are no mo-
mentum variables since they will be totally annihilated by the
constraints. Finally, we mentioned earlier that for mixed sys-
tems the reconstruction and momentum evolution equations
are given in (10) and (11) which for the reader’s convenience
are restated below

� � �A�r��r � ��r�pT (24)

and
�p � pT� pp�r�p � pT� p �r �r��r � �rT� �r �r �r��r� (25)
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where A�r� is the local form of the non-holonomic mixed con-
nection. Note that the right-hand side of the reconstruction
equation for the mixed systems has two components. The first
of which, A�r�, is very similar in structure to the right-hand
side of the reconstruction equations of both purely mechan-
ical and principally kinematic systems. However, for mixed
systems we have an additional term, ��r�pT, which clearly is
dependent on both ��r� (an analytic function of the base vari-
ables) and p (the generalized momentum variable). Analyzing
this second term and utilizing it to generate gaits constitutes
one of the main contributions of this paper.

Moreover, note the non-triviality of the momentum evolu-
tion equation for mixed systems in comparison with those of
the other two types of systems. Another main contribution of
this paper is the definition of a new momentum variable that
simplifies (25) and allows us to better understand the second
term in (24) to eventually generate gaits for mixed systems.

Next, we verify the generality of mixed systems, first by
unifying the computation of the reconstruction equation for all
three types of systems and then by verifying that purely me-
chanical and principally kinematic systems are special cases
of mixed systems.

5.1. Computing the Reconstruction Equations

We now unify the computation of the reconstruction equation
for all three mechanical systems: purely mechanical, princi-
pally kinematic and mixed non-holonomic system. The main
idea of this computation is to show that all three systems are
governed by the same reconstruction equation. We compute
the reconstruction equation for mixed systems as it is the most
general of the three systems and we verify that the other two
systems are just special cases. The results of this section can be
found in the prior work Bloch et al. (2003), Ostrowski (1995)�
however, we re-derive the same result in what we believe is
a more compact way and we use this derivation later in the
paper.

Suppose that we are given a mechanical system whose La-
grangian and non-holonomic constraints are invariant with re-
spect to its fiber space group action and lifted action. For the
reader’s convenience, we restate the expression for the reduced
Lagrangian (5) and reduced non-holonomic constraints (7).
Moreover, to simplify the expressions we drop the functional
form, that is, I �r� becomes I :

l��� r� �r� � 1

2
�� �r�T

�� I I A

�I A�T m

�����
�r

�� � (26)

	�� � � � 	�r �r� (27)

where I is the local form of the locked inertia tensor, A is the
local form of the mechanical connection, 	�� and 	�r are sub-
matrices of the constraint matrix 	� � � 	�� � 	�r� expressed in

body coordinates as shown in Appendix A of the companion
paper (Shammas et al., 2007). All of the above matrices are
independent of the fiber variable, g, and depend only on the
base variables, r . We define the generalized non-holonomic
momentum along the allowable directions of motion by

p � �l

��
	T � ��T I T � �rT�I A�T� 	T� (28)

where 	T is a basis of � � 	���, the null space of 	�� . Here we
used (26) to solve for the term �l��� . Note that the generalized
non-holonomic momentum has the following form

pT �
	 I�	
�
�� � �

	 I A�	
�
�r �r� (29)

where the � are functions of the base variables, r . Note the
resemblance in structure of the reduced non-holonomic con-
straints in (7) to the generalized momentum in (29)

	��� � 0� 	�r �r � (30)

	 I � � pT � 	 I A �r 
 (31)

The above two equations allow us to solve for a unique �
because the matrix composed by stacking 	�� and 	 I is invert-
ible as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let 	T be a basis of � � 	��, the null space of 	�,
where 	� is a full row rank matrix. Moreover, let I be a sym-
metric positive definite matrix. Then the matrix composed by
stacking 	� and 	 I is invertible.

Proof. Since 	 is full row rank and I is a symmetric positive
definite matrix we conclude that 	 I is full row rank. More-
over, since I is positive definite we know that there exists a
symmetric positive definite matrix J such that I � J J .

Now, suppose that the matrix � 	� 	 I �T is singular, then

we have �� 	�� �� 	 I � �� � where �� 	�� is the range space
of 	�. Let z � �x� y� � R� 	��  �� 	 I � where x and y are
non-zero, then we have

xT 	� � yT 	 I�

xT 	�J�1 � yT 	�J J �J�1 � yT 	 J


Now consider the product of the following matrices

�xT 	�J�1��yT 	 J �T � xT 	�J�1 J T 	T y�

� xT 	�J�1 J 	T y�

� xT 	� 	T y � 0�

because the columns of 	T � � � 	��. Therefore, the ma-
trices �xT 	�J�1� and �yT 	 J � are orthogonal. Moreover, we
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proved that the two matrices are identical, hence, �xT 	�J�1� �
�yT 	 J � � 0. Since both � 	�J�1� and � 	 J � are full row rank
(J is non-singular), then x � 0 and y � 0, which contradicts
our assumption. Thus, we conclude that � 	� 	 I �T must be
non-singular. �

Hence, verifying that the matrix composed by stacking 	��
and 	 I is invertible, we use (30) and (31) to solve for � to
obtain

� �
�� 	��
	 I

���1


 �� 	
��r�

�� 0k�k

�pT�l�k

���
�� 	��
	 I

���1�� 	�r

	 I A

��

 �� 	

A�r�

�r 
 (32)

This is the reconstruction equation (24) for dynamic sys-
tems with non-holonomic constraints with its terms expanded.
Thus, using the non-holonomic constraints, 	�� and 	�r, as well
as the components of reduced mass matrix, I and I A, we
compute the local form of the mixed connection A as shown
in (32). Next we present the reconstruction equation for the
purely mechanical and principally kinematic mechanical sys-
tems. Recall that these equations were also derived in the com-
panion paper (Shammas et al., 2007)� however, in this paper
we prove that the two expressions are merely special cases:

1. Purely mechanical systems. These are systems that are
not subject to any velocity constraints, that is, 	�� � 0l�l

and 	 � Il�l , where 0l�l and Il�l are l�l zero and iden-
tity matrix, respectively. Moreover, as the momentum is
zero for all times, p � 01�l , (32) becomes

� � �I�1�I A��r � �A �r� (33)

where A is the local form of the mechanical connection
seen in (20).

2. Principally kinematic systems. These are systems that
have l linearly independent velocity constraints, that is,
k � l. In this case, 	�� is full rank and 	 � 0. Then (32)
reduces to

� � � 	��1
� 	�r �r � ���r� (34)

where �r� is the local form of the principally kinematic
connection seen in (22).

In this section we have verified that the local forms of me-
chanical connection, A, and the principally kinematic con-
nection, �, can be easily obtained from the reduced mass
matrix of a purely mechanical system and the reduced non-
holonomic constraints of a principally kinematic system, re-
spectively. Next we revisit our example systems and compute
their respective mixed connections. Again, we refer the reader
to our Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 to understand how

we compute the following terms.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard

Having computed the reduced Lagrangian and non-holonomic
constraints for the original snakeboard in (15)–(17), we can
easily compute the generalized non-holonomic momentum us-
ing (28) to have

pOS � H M cot��1��
1 � H2 M� 3 � Jr ��2
 (35)

As for the reconstruction equation, we can easily compute
it by solving the system of equations (30) and (31) for � . Using
the expressions for the 
MOS, 	�OS

� and 	�OS
r given in (15)–(17),

respectively, and substituting them into (30) and (31) we arrive
at

AOS�r� � Jr

M H2

������
0

H

2
sin�2�1�

0 0

0 sin��1�
2

�� (36)

and

�OS�r� � 1

M H2

������
H

2
sin�2�1�

0

sin��1�
2

�� 
 (37)

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

Similarly, we can compute the generalized non-holonomic mo-
mentum which is given by

pVS �
m�pVS

�1 �
1 � pVS

�2 �
2 � pVS

�3 �
3 � pVS

� � ��1 � ��2��

2 sin��1 � �2�
� (38)

where pVS
� i and pVS

� are analytic functions of the base variables
which are shown in Table 3. As for the local form mixed con-
nection, it is given by

AVS�r� � 1

2Da

�����
AVS

11 AVS
12

AVS
21 AVS

22

AVS
31 AVS

32

�� � (39)

where AVS
i j and Da are also analytic functions of the base vari-

ables which are shown in Table 3. For the sake of brevity, we
skip the presentation of the expression for the matrix �VS�r�
which can be computed using the Mathematica

R�
code in Ex-

tension 1. Note how complex the expressions for the general-
ized non-holonomic momentum and the mixed connection for
the variable inertia snakeboard are in comparison with those of
the fixed-inertia original snakeboard.
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Table 3. Expression of the components of the generalized momentum, mixed connection and the evolution equation for
the variable inertia snakeboard.

pVS
�1
� �3R cos��1�� R cos��1 � 2�2�� 4H cos��1 � �2�� R cos�2�1 � �2�� 3R cos��2�� 4H cos��1 � �2��

pVS
�2
� �3R sin��1�� R sin��1 � 2�2�� R sin�2�1 � �2�� 3R sin��2�� 4H sin��1 � �2��

pVS
�3
� 2 sin��1 � �2��2�H2 � R2�� H R cos��1�� H R cos��2��

pVS
� � 2 sin��1 � �2�R2

AVS
11 � �2R��H2 � R2 � 2H R cos��2�� H2 cos�2�2�� sin��1�� R�R � H�cos��1�� cos��2��� sin��2��

AVS
12 � 2R�R�R � H�cos��1�� cos��2��� sin��1�� �H2 � R2 � 2H R cos��1�� H2 cos�2�1�� sin��2��

AVS
21 � R�2R cos��2��R � H cos��2��� cos��1��3H2 � 2R2 � 6H R cos��2�� H2 cos�2�2��� H2 sin��1� sin�2�2��

AVS
22 � R��2H Rcos��1�

2 � �3H2 � 2R2� cos��2�� 2R cos��1��R � 3H cos��2��� H2 cos�2�1 � �2��

AVS
31 � R�3H cos��1�� H cos��1 � 2�2�� 2R�1� cos��1 � �2���

AVS
32 � R�2R � 2R cos��1 � �2�� H cos�2�1 � �2�� 3H cos��2��

Da � 2�H2 � R2�� 3H R cos��1�� H2 cos�2�1�� R�2R cos��1 � �2�� H�cos��1 � 2�2�� cos�2�1 � �2�

�3 cos��2���� H2 cos�2�2�

	�VS
11 � 2R cos��1���R � H cos��2���3� cos�2�2��� 2�R � 2H cos��2�� sin��1� sin��2��

�2 sin��1���2��2H2 � R2� cos��2�� H R�2� cos�2�2��� sin��1�� 2H Rsin��2�
3 � R2 sin�2�2��

	�VS
12 � �4�cos��1�� cos��2���R�R � H�cos��1�� cos��2���� H2 sin��1� sin��2��

	�VS
21 � 	�VS

12

	�VS
22 � �2�R�R � H cos��1���3� cos�2�1�� cos��2��� 4R sin��1��R cos��2�� cos��1��R � 2H cos��2��

�Hsin��1�
2� sin��2�� 4��2H2 � R2� cos��1�� H R�2� cos�2�1���sin��2�

2

Ds � Da
3�2

5.2. Computing the Momentum Governing Equation

Given the reduced Lagrangian shown in (26) we can compute
the equations of motion along the fiber directions. According
to Ostrowski (1995), the equations of motion computed at the
Lie group identity have the following form

d

dt

�
�l

��

�
� ad��

�l

��
� �T 	� � 0� (40)

where � is the vector representing the constraint forces. The
term ad�� is the “derivative” of the lifted adjoint map4, Adg. Es-
sentially, all of the non-linear Coriolis terms that were present
in the original equations of motion are accounted for by the
ad�� term, as we shall see later.

4. For �� � � �, ad� � � [�� �] which can be computed using the structure
constants of the Lie algebra (Ostrowski, 1995). Then ad�� p is the dual map to
ad� �.

Proposition 1. [Momentum evolution equation] For a me-
chanical system whose configuration space has a trivial princi-
pal fiber bundle, Q � G�M , and whose Lagrangian as well as
the set of non-holonomic constraints acting on the system are
invariant with respect to the Lie group actions, the dynamic
equations of motion evaluated at the Lie group identity ex-
pressed using the non-holonomic generalized momentum will
have the following form

�pc � �rT�� �r �r �c �r � �rT�� �r p�c p � pT�� pp�c p� (41)

where pc is the cth column of p and the � are matrices of ap-
propriate dimensions whose components are functions solely
of the base variables, r .

Proof. Recall from (28) that the non-holonomic generalized
momentum is given by p � �l

��
	T, where 	T is a basis element

of the null space of
� 	���, that is,
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0 � � 	�� �ca� 	T�ac

� �c
b�Te Lg�

b
a� 	T�ac 


Computing the derivative of the cth element of the non-
holonomic generalized momentum, p, we obtain

�pc � �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac �

d

dt

�
�l

�� a

�
� 	T�ac 
 (42)

Now, we substitute (40) into (42) to obtain

�pc � �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac �

�
ad��

�l

�� a � �c�
c
b�Te Lg�

b
a

�
� 	T�ac

� �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac � ad��

�l

�� a �
	T�ac � �c�

c
b�Te Lg�

b
a� 	T�ac

� �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac � ad��

�l

��
� 	T�c

� �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac �

�l

��
[�� � 	T�c]

� �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac �

�l

�� a [�� � 	T�c]a

� �l

�� a

d

dt
� 	T�ac �

�l

�� a Ca
de�

d� 	T�ec

� �l

�� a

�
d

dt
� 	T�ac � Ca

de� 	T�ec�
d

�



Here, we used the fact that �c
b�Te Lg�

b
a� 	T�ac � 0 by

definition and we used the property of the adjoint map
ad�� ��l���� � ��l����[�� �] Moreover, we used the structure
constants of the Lie algebra to compute the Lie bracket, that is,
[�� �]a � Ca

bc�
b�c. Next, we compute the term �d�dt�� 	T�ac to

arrive at
d

dt
� 	T�ac �

�� 	T�ac
�re

�re


Recall that, using the reconstruction equation for general-
ized mixed systems (24), we can computed the fiber velocity
expressed in body coordinates which we rewrite as

� d � �Ad
e �re � �d

e �p
T�e

and
��T�e � �� e�T � ���rT� f �AT� f

e � p f ��
T� f

e 


Now, we utilize both the expression of the reduced La-
grangian, (26), to compute the term �l���a to obtain

�l

�� a � ��T�e�I
T�ea � ��rT� f �A

T I T� f
a

� ����rT� f �AT� f
e � p f ��

T� f
e ��I

T�ea � ��rT� f �A
T I T� f

a

� ��rT� f ��A
T I T� f

a � �AT� f
e �I

T�ea�� p f ��
T� f

e �I
T�ea

� ��rT� f ��A
T �AT�I T� f

a � p f ��
T I T� f

a 


Substituting back into the equation of pc we arrive at

�pc � ���rT� f ��A
T � AT�I T� f

a � p f ��
T I T� f

a �

�
�
�� 	T�ac
�re

�re � Ca
de� 	T�ec��Ad

e �re � �d
e �p

T�e�

�
�

� �rT�� �r �r �c �r � �rT�� �r p�c p � pT�� pp�c p�

where the � have the following expressions

�� �r �r �c � ��AT � AT�I T�a

�
�� 	T�ac
�r

� Ca
de� 	T�ecAd

�
(43)

�� �r p�c � ���AT �AT�I T�aCa
de� 	T�ec�

d

� ��T I T�a

�
�� 	T�ac
�r

� Ca
de� 	T�ecAd

�
(44)

�� pp�c � ���T I T�aCa
de� 	T�ec�

d 
 (45)

�
Equation (41) is a first-order differential equation govern-

ing the evolution of each of the components, pc, of the gener-
alized non-holonomic momentum p. Note that the right-hand
side of (41) is composed of three quadratic forms of the �r and
p variables. This agrees with the results of Ostrowski (1995).
Next we define a new momentum variable that will allow us to
rewrite the reconstruction and momentum evolution equations
in a “useful” form to apply our gait generation technique.

6. Scaled Momentum

Rewriting the system dynamics in terms of the generalized
non-holonomic momentum yields a rather simpler expres-
sion of the equations of motion as shown in (10) and (11)
when compared with the original equations of motion depicted
in (3). Nonetheless, we can clearly see that the generalized mo-
mentum is not zero for all time as was the case of purely me-
chanical systems, thus, when we integrate the reconstruction
equation the second dynamic term, ��r�pT, does not vanish.

Analyzing this dynamic term is rather complicated since
one can not solve for the generalized momentum in a closed
form. In fact, Lewis (1999) and Bullo and Lynch (2001c),
rather than analyzing this second dynamic term, considered
gaits that nullify it. In other words, they proposed gaits whose
generated motion is only due to the kinematic geometric phase
shift, hence the name kinematic reduction. We, on the other
hand, introduce a new momentum variable that will simplify
the dynamic terms analysis and allow us to generate a richer
family of gaits.

We now manipulate (41) to a more manageable form which
allows us to generate gaits. At this point we make the first
assumption of this paper.
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Assumption 1. We limit our gait evaluation analysis to the
systems that have one less non-holonomic velocity constraint
than the dimension of the fiber space, that is, l � k � 1.

This assumption leaves us with only one generalized mo-
mentum variable and forces the term � pp�r� � 0 in (41) as
was explained by Ostrowski (1995). Essentially, since we have
a one-dimensional allowable motion manifold, l � k � 1, the
Lie group representing this manifold is necessarily Abelian
and, hence, the structure constants are all zeros, that is, Ca

de
in (45). Hence, the momentum evolution equation shown in
(41) reduces to

�p � �rT� �r �r �r � �rT� �r p p� (46)

where now � �r �r and � �r p are analytic functions of the base vari-
ables, r .

The importance of the assumption that l � k � 1 is the fact
that this allows us to define an integrating factor for (46). In
fact, the first-order differential equation theory confirms that
an integrating factor5 , h�r�, exists for (46), which we use to
define the scaled momentum as

� � h�r�p
 (47)

Then we can solve for the generalized momentum in terms
of the new scaled momentum, p � ��h. Substituting into (32)
and (46) we obtain

� � �A�r��r � 	��r��� (48)

�� � �rT 	��r��r� (49)

where 	��r� � ��r��h�r� and 	��r� � 1
2 h�r�� �r �r �r�. Finally,

we remark that it is not clear whether an integrating factor for
(41) exists for the general case where l� k � 1. We intuitively
believe that such integrating factors might exist in special cases
and we would like to identify these special cases in our future
work on motion planning.

Now that we have written the reconstruction and momen-
tum evolution equations in our scaled forms shown in (48) and
(49), we are ready to generate gaits by studying and analyzing
the three terms, A�r�, 	��r�, and 	��r�. Before we present our
gait generation analysis, we revisit our two examples and com-
pute their momentum evolution equation using both the gener-
alized non-holonomic momentum and the scaled momentum.
The reader is referred to Extension 1 to understand how we
compute the following terms.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard

For the original snakeboard, the generalized momentum evo-
lution equation is rather simple, where

5. Integrating factors allow us to rewrite �rst-order differential equations of the
form dp�dt � f �r� p� �r� as d�h�r�p��dt � 	f �r� �r� (Tenenbaum and Pollard,
1985).

�pOS � � cot��1� ��1 pOS � Jr cot��1� ��1 ��2


This equation allows us to compute the integrating fac-
tor, hOS�r� � exp�

�
cot�1 ��1 dt� � sin��1�. Then (49), the

new evolution equation, expressed using the scaled momen-
tum variable for the original snakeboard becomes

��OS � � Jr

2

�� ��1

��2

��T

	�OS�r�� 	
 ��� 0 cos��1�

cos��1� 0

���� ��1

��2

�� 
 (50)

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

Similarly, we can compute the integrating factor for the vari-
able inertia snakeboard and then the momentum evolution
equation of the scaled momentum variable is given by

��VS � 2m R

Ds

�� ��1

��2

��T

	�VS�r�� 	
 ��� 	�VS
11

	�VS
12

	�VS
21

	�VS
22

���� ��1

��2

�� � (51)

where 	�VS
i j and Ds are analytic functions of the base variables

which are shown in Table 3.

7. Gait Evaluation

Thus far, we have expressed the dynamic equations of motion
for a large family of mixed mechanical systems in body co-
ordinates to arrive at a set of �l � k� first-order differential
equations governing the evolution of a scaled version of the
generalized momentum variable (49) and a set of m second-
order differential equations (9) representing the projection of
the system dynamics onto the base space of the configuration
space. In addition, we exploited the geometric structure of the
configuration space to define a mixed non-holonomic connec-
tion which we expressed in local form in terms of the new
scaled momentum variable in (48). We now make the second
assumption of this paper.

Assumption 2. We assume that the base space is fully actu-
ated.

This assumption allows us to neglect the base space dy-
namics given in (9)� that is, we assume that we can steer the
base variables to any desired configuration. This is a practi-
cal assumption as long as the motors actuating the base space
variables are strong enough to produce adequate torques to
drive the base variables to the desired configurations. One
can claim that we have been selective in ensuring that for the
underactuated mechanical systems that we are analyzing in
this paper, the actuation is conveniently allocated to the base
space. Finally, this assumption allows us to define a gait as fo-
llows.
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Definition 2. A gait to be a continuous closed curve, �, in
the base space, M , that is,

� : �� M�

t �� r�

such that ��t� � ��t � 	�, where 	 � � is the period of the
gait.

Having ensured complete base space actuation, we define
the goal of this section as the evaluation or analysis of a given
gait, that is, we would like to intuitively verify that a given
gait will produce a desired motion of the mechanical systems.
Thus, it is clear that we need to integrate the reconstruction
equation as the integration of its left-hand side yields a position
change expressed in body coordinates. As for the right-hand
side of the reconstruction equation, the integration step yields
two decoupled integrals.

Analyzing and understanding the motion contribution of
each of the two terms is the essence of this section. In fact, the
two terms compute exactly the geometric and dynamic phase
shifts. Thus, to restate the goal of this section, we want to an-
alyze given gaits to identify those that yield a non-zero geo-
metric phase shift, dynamic phase or both. Accordingly, in the
next section, we define a partition on the space of allowable
gaits that mirrors the above distinction.

Having written the body representation of a configuration
velocity in a scaled manner as seen in (48), we solve for a
position change by integrating this equation. Define � as the
integral of � , that is, �� � � , then integrating each row of (48)
with respect to time we obtain

�� i �
� t1

t0

�� i
dt �

� t1

t0

� i dt

�
� t1

t0

��� m�
j�1

Ai
j �r��r j �

l�k�
j�1

	�i
j �r��

j

�� dt


We know from our companion paper (Shammas et al.,
2007) that the first term can be written as a line integral and
then, by using Stokes’ theorem, we can equate it to a vol-
ume integral. As for the second term, we just substitute for
the scaled momentum, �, using (49).

Hence, we equated position change, �� , to the sum of two
integrals, I GEO which computes the geometric phase shift and
I DYN which computes the dynamic phase shift, as follows:

�� i �
� �

�

m�
o� j�1�o� j

� 	Ai
oj �r�� dro dr j


 �� 	
I GEO

�
� l�k�

j�1

�
	�i

j �r�
�
��rT 	��r��r� j dt

�
dt


 �� 	
I DYN

� I GEO � I DYN
 (52)

At this point, for simplicity we make the third assumption of
this paper regarding the dimensionality of the base space.

Assumption 3. Assume that the base space is two-
dimensional, that is, m � 2.

This assumption allows us to easily think about the vol-
ume integrals, I GEO, as simply computing the volume under
the graph of the height functions in the two-dimensional base
space. Thus, using Green’s theorem, the two-dimensional ver-
sion of Stokes’ theorem6 , we define the height functions for
each fiber direction as

Fi �r
1� r2� � �Ai

2

�r1
� �Ai

1

�r2
� (53)

where Ai
j , are the components of the mixed non-holonomic

connection. Then the position change due to the geometric
phase shift, I GEO, is given by

�� i
GEO �

� �
Fi �r

1� r2� dr1 dr2� (54)

As for the integrand of I DYN, the second component of (52),
it is a product of a gamma function, 	�i , and the scaled momen-
tum variable, �. Then the position change due to the dynamic
phase shift, I DYN, is given by

�� i
DYN �

�
	�i� dt� (55)

Next, we analyze how to synthesize gaits using the two
independent phase shifts� but, first, we revisit our example
systems and compute their corresponding height and gamma
functions.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard

Now we compute the height functions for the original snake-
board. Using the mixed connection, we can compute the exte-
rior derivative of each row. Hence using (53), the height func-
tions will have the following expressions

FOS
1 � Jr

M H
cos�2�1��

FOS
2 � 0�

FOS
3 � Jr

M H2
sin�2�1�


The plots of the height functions are shown in Figure 3.
As for the gamma functions, since the original snakeboard has

6. The reader is referred to (Tenenbaum and Pollard, 1985) for general treat-
ment of Green’s and Stokes’ theorems.
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Fig. 3. The three height functions, �F1� F2� F3�, corresponding to the three fiber directions in body representation, �� 1� � 2� � 3�,
for the original snakeboard. The darker colors indicate the negative regions which are separated from the lighter colored positive
regions by the solid lines. Note that the second height function is identically zero for all values of base variables.

only one base variable, we simply divide the � functions in
(37) by the integrating factor to obtain

GOS
1 � 1

M H
cos��1��

GOS
2 � 0�

GOS
3 � 1

M H2
sin��1�


The plots of the gamma functions for the original snake-
board are depicted in Figure 5. Hence, it is self-evident from
the expressions of the height and gamma functions that they
do not depend on �2, the rotor angle. This explains why the
graphs of the original snakeboard height and gamma functions
are extrusions as shown in Figures 3 and 5.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

Similarly, we can compute the height and gamma functions
for the variable inertia snakeboard. The expressions for this
particular system are rather complicated and we do not present
them here� however, the expressions can be computed using
the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1. We depict the three

height functions and three gamma functions in Figures 4 and 6,
respectively.

7.1. Evaluating Geometric Gaits

We now analyze the first term in (52) to generate geometric
gaits that ensure that I GEO is non-zero along a desired fiber

direction. We call such gaits geometric because I GEO is actu-
ally computing the geometric phase shift of the designed gaits.
Recall that in the companion paper (Shammas et al., 2007),
the geometric phase shift was the only contributing factor to
the motion of purely mechanical and principally kinematic
systems. We briefly recall our geometric gait synthesis using
height functions. First, we start by studying certain properties
of the height functions:

� Symmetry: to study smaller portions of the base space.

� Signed regions: to control the orientation of the designed
curves as well as the magnitude of the geometric phase
shift.

� Unbounded regions: to identify singular configurations
of the robot.

By inspecting the above properties of the height functions
we are able to easily design curves that only envelop a non-
zero volume under a desired height function while it encloses
zero volume under the rest of the height functions. Again we
remind the reader of some simple rules that are helpful in de-
signing such curves:

� Closed non-self-intersecting curves that stay in a single
signed region are guaranteed to enclose a non-zero vol-
ume.

� Closed self-intersecting curves that span two regions
with opposite signs and that change orientation as they
pass from one region to another as also guaranteed to
enclose a non-zero volume.
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Fig. 4. The three height functions, �F1� F2� F3�, corresponding to the three fiber directions in body representation, �� 1� � 2� � 3�,
for the variable inertia snakeboard. The darker colors indicate the negative regions which are separated from the lighter colored
positive regions by the solid lines.

Fig. 5. The three gamma functions, �G1�G2�G3�, corresponding to the three fiber directions in body representation, �� 1� � 2� � 3�,
for the original snakeboard. The darker colors indicate the negative regions which are separated from the lighter colored positive
regions by the solid lines. Note that the second gamma function is identically zero for all values of base variables.

� Closed non-self-intersecting curves that are symmetric
about odd points are guaranteed to have zero volume.

� Closed self-intersecting curves that are symmetric about
even points are guaranteed to have zero volume.

Remember that these rules do not impose any additional
constraints on the shape of the input curves. For instance, as

long as the curve stays entirely in one region and does not in-
tersect itself, it is guaranteed to generate a non-zero fiber mo-
tion. The larger the area enclosed by the curve within a positive
or negative region, the larger the generated geometric phase
shift. This also eliminates the restriction of sinusoidal inputs
that was required in prior work. Next, we present the proper-
ties of the height functions for our two example systems.
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Fig. 6. The three gamma functions, �G1�G2�G3�, corresponding to the three fiber directions in body representation, �� 1� � 2� � 3�,
for the variable snakeboard. The darker colors indicate the negative regions which are separated from the lighter colored positive
regions by the solid lines.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard

Referring to Figure 3, note the following properties of the
height functions for the original snakeboard:

� FOS
1 � 0 for ��1 � �2k � 1����4�� k � ���

� FOS
2 � 0 for all ��1� �2��

� FOS
3 � 0 for ��1 � k���2�� k � ���

� FOS
1 is even about the lines ��1 � k���2�� k � ���

� FOS
1 is odd about the lines ��1 � �2k�1����4�� k � ���

� FOS
3 is even about the lines ��1 � �2k � 1����4�� k �
���

� FOS
3 is odd about the lines ��1 � k���2�� k � ��.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

Referring to Figure 4, note the following properties of the
height functions for the variable inertia snakeboard:

� FVS
2 0 for �1 � �2�

� FVS
3 0 for �1 � ��2�

� FVS
1 is even about both lines �1 � �2 and �1 � ��2�

� FVS
2 is even about �1 � �2 and odd about �1 � ��2�

� FVS
3 is even about �1 � ��2 and odd about �1 � �2.

There are additional regions in the base space for which the
height functions are zero. These regions are depicted by the
solid curves in Figure 4.

7.2. Evaluating Dynamic Gaits

We now analyze the second term in (52), to propose gaits that
ensure that I DYN is non-zero along a desired fiber direction.
Note that for each fiber direction the integrand of I DYN in (52)
is composed of the product of two terms, the gamma function,
	�i �r�, and the scaled momentum variable, �. Thus, we analyze
both terms simultaneously to control the value of the integrand
and hence the dynamic phase shift.

As for the gamma functions, they are similar in structure to
the height function we discussed in the previous section, that
is, we study their symmetry, signed regions and unbounded-
ness properties. Note that we do not apply Stokes’ theorem to
the dynamic phase shift integral because it is a time-definite
integral which, in general, cannot be converted to a path inte-
gral as was the case for the geometric phase shift. As for the
second term in the integrand of the dynamic phase shift, the
scaled momentum, we analyze it by considering the discrimi-
nant of the 	� matrix in (52). Specifically, we can propose a gait
and see whether the discriminant is negative, which means that
scaled momentum is never zero. Therefore, the scaled momen-
tum has the same sign for the entire gait. So, by analyzing the
discriminant we can propose gaits that ensure a sign-definite
scaled momentum, � � 0 or � � 0.

Thus, by picking gaits that yield a sign-definite scaled mo-
mentum, analyzing the dynamic phase shift for such a gait
becomes a simpler task. For example, picking gaits that are
located in a same signed region of 	�i �r�, we ensure that the
integrand of I DYN is non-zero along an i th fiber direction.

Next we present the gamma functions for both of our ex-
ample systems� however, we introduce and analyze the sigma
matrices and their discriminants later in the paper.
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Example 1: Original Snakeboard

Referring to Figure 5, note the following properties of the
gamma functions for the original snakeboard:

� GOS
1 � 0 for ��1 � �2k � 1����2�� k � ���

� GOS
2 � 0 for all ��1� �2��

� GOS
3 � 0 for ��1 � k�� k � ���

� GOS
1 is even about the lines ��1 � k�� k � ���

� GOS
1 is odd about the lines ��1 � �2k�1����2�� k � ���

� GOS
3 is even about the lines ��1 � �2k � 1����2�� k �

���
� GOS

3 is odd about the lines ��1 � k�� k � ��.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard

Referring to Figure 6, note the following properties of the
gamma functions for the variable inertia snakeboard:

� GVS
2 � 0 for �1 � �2�

� GVS
3 � 0 for �1 � ��2�

� GVS
1 is even about both lines �1 � �2 and �1 � ��2�

� GVS
2 is even about �1 � �2 and odd about �1 � ��2�

� GVS
3 is even about �1 � ��2 and odd about �1 � �2.

There are additional regions in the base space for which the
gamma functions are zero. These regions are depicted by the
solid curves in Figure 6.

Thus far, we have analyzed how each part of the reconstruc-
tion equation contributes to the motion of the system. Next, we
propose gaits that utilize both the geometric and dynamic gait
synthesis to generate gaits for mixed systems.

8. Gait Generation for Mixed Systems

In this section, we utilize our geometric and dynamic gait syn-
thesis to generate gaits for mixed systems. Next, we define a
partition on the allowable gait space which allows us to in-
dependently analyze I GEO and I DYN and generate gaits exclu-
sively using our geometric and dynamic evaluation tools. We
respectively label the two families of gaits as purely kinematic
and purely dynamic gaits. Moreover, we propose a third type
of gait that simultaneously utilizes both shifts, I GEO and I DYN,
to produce motions with relatively larger magnitudes. We label
this family of gaits as kino-dynamic gaits.

8.1. Purely Kinematic Gaits

Purely kinematic gaits are gaits whose motions are solely due
to I GEO, that is, I DYN � 0 for all time. A solution for such
a family of gaits is to set � � 0 in (52) which sets the inte-
grand of I DYN to zero. Thus, we define purely kinematic gaits
as gaits for which � � 0 for all times. Note that for purely me-
chanical systems p � � � 0 by definition and for principally
kinematic systems I DYN � 0 since p in not defined. Hence,
any gait for these two types of systems is necessarily purely
kinematic. However, for mixed systems, we generate purely
kinematic gaits by the following two step process:

(i) Solving the scaled momentum evolution equation, (49),
for which � � �� � 0. This step defines vector fields
over the base space whose integral curves are candidate
purely kinematic gaits.

(ii) Using our geometric gait synthesis analysis on the above
candidate gaits to concatenating parts of integral curves
that enclose a non-zero volume under the desired height
functions.

Sometimes, purely kinematic gaits are referred to as geo-
metric gaits, since the produced motion is solely due to the
generated geometric phase as defined in Bloch et al. (2003).
Moreover, purely kinematic gaits are structurally similar to
gaits proposed by Bullo and Lynch (2001c) in their kinematic
reduction of mechanical systems. The vector fields defined
above essentially serve the same purpose as the decoupling
vector fields presented in Lynch’s work.

8.2. Purely Dynamic Gaits

Purely dynamic gaits, which as the name suggests, are gaits
that produce motion solely due to the dynamic phase shift, that
is, I GEO � 0 while I DYN �� 0. These gaits are relatively easy
to design because they enclose zero volume in the base space.
Note that all gaits for systems that have only one base vari-
ables are necessarily purely dynamic, because I GEO � 0 us-
ing (52) where m � 1. For example, all of the gaits for robo-
Trikke robot which was studied by Chitta et. al are necessarily
purely dynamic because there exists only one base variable.
In fact, we label robo-Trikke-like systems which have a one-
dimensional base space as purely dynamic systems.

As for systems with more than one base space variable, it
is still relatively easy to construct purely dynamic gaits. We do
this by ensuring that the proposed gaits do not enclose any area
in the base space. A simple solution would be to ensure that a
gait retraces the same curve in the second half cycle of the gait
but in the opposite direction. In the following proposition, we
propose a family of purely dynamic gaits which are guaranteed
to enclose zero area in the base space.
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Proposition 2. [Purely dynamic families of gaits] For a
mechanical system whose configuration manifold has a triv-
ial principle bundle structure, Q � G � M , and whose base
space is two-dimensional, m � 2, the following families of
curves enclose zero area in the base:

r1�t� �
n�

i�0

ai� f �t��i �

r2�t� � f �t��

where f �t� � f �t � 	� is a periodic real function and ai ’s are
real numbers.

Proof. Given a parametric curve �r1�t�� r1�t�� in the two di-
mensional base space, we can compute the area enclosed in the
curve using the following expression

Area �
� 	

t�0

�
r1
�r2

�t
� r2

�r1

�t

�
dt�

�
� 	

t�0

�
f �

n�
i�0

�ai f i �� f
n�

i�1

�ai i f i�1 f ��

�
dt�

�
� 	

t�0

�
n�

i�0

�ai f i ��
n�

i�1

�ai i f i �

�
f � dt�

�
� f �	 �

f �0�

�
a0 �

n�
i�1

ai �1� i� f i

�
d f�

� 0�

since f �0� � f �	 �. �

The above family of gaits ensure that the geometric phase
shift associated with these gaits is zero. Moreover, by analyz-
ing the discriminant, ��, of the right-hand side of (49), we
can verify that for the above family of gaits, the scaled mo-
mentum variable is sign-definite. That is, for a negative dis-
criminant, �� � 0, we can verify that the right-hand side of
(49) has no root which ensures that the time derivative of the
scaled momentum, ��, is never zero. Coupling this with a prac-
tical assumption of zero initial scaled momentum we directly
conclude that � � 0 or � � 0 for all times. Then, generating
purely dynamic gaits reduces to the following simple proce-
dure:

(i) Select gaits from the above described family and check
the sign of the scaled momentum variable �.

(ii) Analyze the gamma functions depicted in (48) and (52)
to pick the gait that ensures that the integrand of I DYN is
non-zero for the desired fiber direction.

Thus, by studying the values of these gamma functions as
the system traverses a certain gait, we can easily predict the
values of I DYN.

Table 4. The gaits synthesis techniques used for various
types of mechanical systems.

Gait type

System type Purely Purely Kino-
kinematic dynamic dynamic

Purely mechanical �
Principally kinematic �
Purely dynamic �
Mixed � � �

8.3. Kino-dynamic Gaits

Finally, we have the third type of gaits which we term as kino-
dynamic gaits. These gaits have both I GEO and I DYN not equal
to zero, that is, the motion of the system is due to both the
geometric phase shift as well as the dynamic phase shift which
are associated with I GEO and I DYN, respectively. We design
kino-dynamic gaits in a two step process:

(i) We perform the volume integration analysis on I GEO to
find a set of candidate gaits that move the robot in the
desired direction.

(ii) Compute I DYN for the candidate gaits and verify that the
effect of I DYN actually enhances the desired motion.

Essentially, kino-dynamic gaits are variations of purely
kinematic gaits. In a sense, we start by generating a purely
kinematic gait by strictly analyzing the height functions and
neglecting the constraint that the gait has to be an integral
curve of the vector fields that prescribes the purely kinematic
gaits. Thus, we know that scaled momentum is not necessarily
zero for all times, that is, I DYN �� 0. Then, we pick the gaits
for which the magnitude of I DYN additively contribute to that
of I GEO, hence, effectively producing fiber motions with larger
magnitudes.

We conclude this section with a table depicting the three
types of gaits and to which types of mechanical systems they
are applicable as shown in Table 4. One can clearly see the
richness of the mixed types of mechanical systems that we are
addressing in the paper as they yield the highest number of
different types of applicable gaits.

Remark 1. We would like to remark that our approach to
generating kino-dynamic gaits is not as robust as we would like
it to be. In fact, as this point we empirically compute some of
the parameters of the suggested kino-dynamic gaits. Plus, we
cannot give any guarantees about the proposed gaits produc-
ing the desired motions. The main reason for this is the fact
that we cannot ensure that after designing a non-zero geomet-
ric phase shift, the dynamic phase shift is also the same sign
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Fig. 7. (a) Two vector fields defined over the base space of the fixed inertia snakeboard whose integral curves are purely kinematic
gaits. (b) Two vector fields defined over the base space of the variable inertia snakeboard whose integral curves are purely
kinematic gaits. The solid dots indicate the negative regions of�� where the vector fields are not defined.

as the geometric phase shift. In fact, the shifts might cancel
each other for some gaits. We shall address this problem in our
future work on motion planning.

Next, we apply our gait generation analysis to our two
mixed example systems. The reader is encouraged to go
through our Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 to see how

we simulate our proposed gaits and verify our results.

9. Examples

In this section, we generate gaits for our example systems:
the original and variable inertia snakeboards. For each sys-
tem we generate three gaits of each type of the three families
of gaits we defined above. We ensure that each of the three
types of gaits provide net motion that moves our example sys-
tems independently along the fiber directions7, x , y and � . We
have detailed figures for each of our proposed gaits which we
have moved to the end of the paper to simplify the presenta-
tion.

7. Even though our analysis is performed in body coordinates, the magnitude
of the phase shifts of the proposed gaits is mapped almost entirely to motion
along the corresponding global directions, that is, �� i

� �gi .

Example 1: Original Snakeboard, Purely Kinematic

For purely kinematic gaits we first solve the scaled momentum
differential equation such that the scaled momentum is zero
for all time. Hence, we set the right-hand side of (50) equal
to zero. In general, the right-hand side of (50) is a quadratic
expression with four unknowns, ��1� �2� ��1� ��2�. However, for
the original snakeboard, (50) has a simple form where

�� � �Jr cos��1� ��1 ��2


The right-hand side has a single term which has a product
of the two base velocities, ��1 and ��2. Thus, it is clear that if
we ensure that at least one of the base velocities is zero at
any given time, then we must have �� � 0. In addition, if we
assume that we are starting from zero initial momentum, that
is, p � � � 0, then any base space curve that has at least one
of the base velocities equal to zero is a candidate for a purely
kinematic gait for the original snakeboard.

Hence, for the original snakeboard we plot two vector
fields, ��1 � 0 and ��2 � 0, over the entire base space as shown
in Figure 7(a), where any part of the integral curves of these
vector fields can be used to construct a purely kinematic gait.
The integral curves of the vector fields are the following lines

lOS
1 � ��1 � k� k � ���

lOS
2 � ��2 � k� k � ��
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Fig. 8. (a), (b) and (c) depict the three purely kinematic gaits that make the original snakeboard move along the x , y and
� directions, respectively. Similarly, (d), (e) and (f) depict the three purely dynamic gaits, while (g), (h) and (i) depict the
three kino-dynamic gaits. The solid dots depicted in the above plots indicate the initial shape of the robot for each of the
gaits.
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Then we can easily construct purely kinematic gaits for the
original snakeboard by flowing along the above lines. Flowing
along the above lines means that we can change only one base
variable at a time, so either change the rotor angle or the wheel
angles and not both at the same time.

These proposed gaits are structurally similar to the gaits
proposed by Bullo and Lewis (2003). However, they produced,
according to our nomenclature, purely kinematic gaits by de-
vising decoupling vector fields over the base space using their
kinematic reduction analysis. In fact, the decoupling vector
fields they proposed are equivalent to the vector fields we are
proposing here� nonetheless, we have a different approach for
defining them.

In the first row of Figure 8 we have plotted a subset of the
integral lines of the vector fields that define the purely kine-
matic gaits. In designing the above gaits, PK�OS

1 , PK�OS
2 and

PK�OS
3 , we have carefully chosen along which integral lines to

flow.
For instance, consider the first gait, PK�OS

1 , which is a rec-
tangle centered at the origin of the base space as shown in Fig-
ure 8(a). Such a curve will envelop a non-zero volume only
under the first height function shown in the first row of Fig-
ure 9. For this particular gait, we limited the wheel angles to
���4 � �1 � ��4. This will ensure that we do not include
any negative volume under the first height function as shown
in Figure 9(a).

Actually, we have simulated this gait, PK�OS
1 , and depicted

the time simulation results in the third and fourth rows of Fig-
ure 9. Note that for PK�OS

1 , � � 0 for all times as shown in
Figure 9(g). We also plotted the values of the geometric and
dynamic phase shifts as shown in Figures 9(h) and 9(i), re-
spectively. Note that as expected, the dynamic phase shift is
zero for all times. Moreover, we have plotted the change in
position in both the body-attached coordinate frame and the
inertial frame as shown in Figures 9(j) and 9(k), respectively.
Finally, we have plotted the motion of the original snakeboard
as it performed the gait PK�OS

1 in Figure 9(l) which for this
particular gait moved the snakeboard in the x direction.

Moreover, we simulated the other purely kinematic gaits,
PK�OS

2 and PK�OS
3 , shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.

We designed the gaits PK�OS
2 and PK�OS

3 to envelop volume
under the second and third height functions, respectively. Note
that, because the second height function is zero over the en-
tire base space, we design a gait such that it envelopes volume
under the first height function. Here, we took advantage of dif-
ference between body and global position change and we ran
a brute force search over the parameters of such a gait to find
the right set of parameters which provided a maximal change
in the global y position.

We have simulated both gaits, PK�OS
2 and PK�OS

3 , and the
results are plotted in the third and fourth rows of Figures 10
and 11. As expected, gait PK�OS

2 moves the original snakeboard
along the y direction while the gait PK�OS

3 rotates the original
snakeboard.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard, Purely Kinematic

Similarly, for the variable inertia snakeboard, we can design
purely kinematic gaits by solving for the right-hand side of
(51) equal to zero. However, in the case of the variable inertia
snakeboard, the right-hand side does not simplify to a single
term as was the case of the original snakeboard. In fact, for
the variable inertia snakeboard, the right-hand side of (51) will
have the following quadratic expression

�� � 2m R

Ds
��VS

11 ��2
1 � 2�VS

12 ��1 ��2 � �VS
22 ��2

2�� (56)

where �VS
i j and Ds are analytic functions of the base variables

given in Table 3. Thus, to ensure that the right-hand side of
(56) is equal to zero we have to examine its discriminant

����1� �2� � �VS
12 �

VS
12 � �VS

11 �
VS
22 �

where we have to ensure that �� � 0 as a necessary condi-
tion for the proposed purely kinematic gaits. A plot indicating
the positive and negative regions of���max���� is shown in
Figure 7(b). The dark colored regions with the solid dots indi-
cate the regions where ����1� �2� � 0, that is, we can never
compute any velocities, �r , for which �� � 0. In other words, we
should avoid these regions of these base spaces while design-
ing purely kinematic gaits, whereas for purely dynamic gaits
we want to design gaits in the negative regions of ����1� �2�
to ensure a sign-definite scaled momentum.

Note that while designing purely kinematic gaits for the
original snakeboard, we never knew that such regions existed.
This was due to the simplicity of the momentum evolution
equation governing the motion of the original snakeboard. We
only realized the existence of these regions when we analyzed
the more general variable inertia snakeboard.

Now that we have identified regions in the base space where
the right-hand side of (56) equal to zero has a solution, we can
go ahead and design purely kinematic gaits for the variable
inertia snakeboard.

The right-hand side of (56) has four unknowns,
��1� �2� ��1� ��2�. Thus, at each point in the base space, that
is, fixing ��1� �2�, we need to solve the velocities � ��1� ��2� for
which the right-hand side is zero. As we have two unknowns
and one equation, we solve for the ratios, ��1� ��2 and ��2� ��1

for which the right-hand side is zero. Thus, ignoring the mag-
nitudes of the base velocities, � ��1� ��2�, the two ratios ��1� ��2

and ��2� ��1 define the slopes of vectors at each point in the
base space which we use to define vector fields over the entire
base space. A plot these direction in the base space as seen in
Figure 7(b).

Thus, any part of the integral curves of the above vector
fields is necessarily a purely kinematic gait. For example, the
following families of lines are the simplest integral curves we
could define for the above vector field,
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Fig. 9. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�OS
1 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 10. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�OS
2 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 11. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�OS
3 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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lVS
1 � ��2 � �1 � k�� k � ���

lVS
2 � ��2 � ��1 � 2k�� k � ��


To design a purely kinematic gait that will move the vari-
able inertia snakeboard along, say, the � 1 direction, we pick
a closed integral curve that will enclose a non-zero volume
solely under the first height function. Similarly, we can pick
integral curves that will move the robot in the other two fiber
direction.

For instance, we could concatenate parts of the lines given
above to design a gait that envelops a non-zero volume un-
der the first height function� nonetheless, such a gait would
pass through the singular configuration of the robot at the point
��1� �2� � ���2����2�. So rather than solving numerically
for other integral curves of the vector field and solve for other
possible gaits, we simply note that the vector fields are almost
orthogonal on a small patch at the center of the base space as
shown in Figure 7(b). We used this fact to design rectangular
purely kinematic gaits for the variable inertia snakeboard as
shown in the first row of Figure 12.

These curves closely, but not exactly, match the integral
curves of the vector fields which are not straight lines. So we
expect a change in the scaled momentum value as we traverse
these gaits since they are an approximate solution.

The first gait we simulated, PK�VS
1 , is centered at the origin

of the base space as shown in Figure 12(a). As expected the
scaled momentum was not exactly zero for all times� nonethe-
less, its value was close enough to zero throughout the gaits
as shown in Figure 13(g). We also plotted the geometric and
dynamic phase shifts as shown in Figures 13(h) and 13(i), re-
spectively. In Figure 13(j) we plotted the motion of the variable
inertia snakeboard in body coordinates and, as expected, the
snakeboard moved solely along the � 1 direction. However, ow-
ing to the non-triviality of the fiber actions, the � 1 motion does
not transform into pure motion along the global x direction as
shown in Figure 13(k). Moreover, the small magnitude of mo-
tion is expected, since the volume under the gait is rather small
as shown in Figure 13(a). Finally, the last plot in Figure 13(l)
depicts two snapshots of the variable inertia snakeboard at the
beginning and end of the gait PK�VS

1 .
Similarly, we designed the two gaits, PK�VS

2 and PK�VS
3 , to

envelop volume only under the second and third height func-
tions, respectively. For example, consider the gait, PK�VS

2 , this
particular gait has two similar rectangular loops of opposite
orientation on each side of the line �1 � ��2. Since both the
first and the third height functions are even about this line, the
positive and negative volumes under the two loops will cancel
out. However, the second height function is odd about that line,
hence, the volumes of the two rectangular loops add up. This
proves that this gait will definitely have a non-zero geometric
phase shift only along � 2 as shown in Figure 14(h). Indeed, we
have simulated this particular gait and the results can be seen
in Figure 14. The results for the third gait, PK�VS

3 , can be seen

in Figure 15, which slightly rotates the variable inertia snake-
board.

Example 1: Original Snakeboard, Purely Dynamic

Purely dynamic gaits are relatively easier to design. The de-
signed curve should enclose zero volume under all height func-
tions simultaneously. For example, purely dynamic sinusoidal
gaits are usually gaits in which the frequencies of all inputs or
base variables are the same. We have designed the following
purely dynamic gaits for the original snakeboard where

PD�OS
1 :

�1 � �

5
�1� 2 sin2�t���

�2 � �

3
sin�t��

PD�OS
2 :

�1 � 5�

11
sin�t��

�2 � 5�

11
�1� 2 sin2�t���

PD�OS
3 :

�1 � �

5
�1� 2 sin2�t��� �

4
�

�2 � �

3
sin�t�


The above gaits for the original snakeboard are plotted in
the second row of Figure 8. Consider the first gait, PD�OS

1 ,
which is depicted in Figure 8(d). As expected this gait en-
closes zero volume in the base space as shown in the first
row of Figure 16. For this particular gait, � � 0 for all times
as shown in Figure 16(g). Moreover, we placed the curve in
a base space region where only the first gamma function is
positive as shown in Figure 16(d), and we ensured that the
curve is symmetric about the line �1 � 0, which is an odd
line for the third gamma function as shown in Figure 16(f).
Then we numerically simulate this gait and compute the val-
ues of I GEO and I DYN along the fiber directions, �� 1� � 2� � 3�,
as shown in the Figures 16(h) and 16(i), respectively. Observe
that only I DYN along the � 1 direction is non-zero after the first
cycle of the gait. Then, we numerically compute the position
change in the body-attached coordinate frame and the inertial
frame as shown in Figures 16(j) and 16(k), respectively. As
expected, this gait moves the original snakeboard only along
the � 1 direction8. Finally, the plot in Figure 16(l) depicts two
snapshots of the original snakeboard at the beginning and end
of the gait, PD�OS

1 , where the motion along the x direction can
be seen.

Similarly, we design two gaits, PD�OS
2 and PD�OS

3 , which
enclose non-zero volume under the second and third gamma

8. For this particular gait, the motion along the � 1 direction is mapped almost
entirely to motion along the x direction.
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Fig. 12. (a), (b) and (c) depict the three purely kinematic gaits that make the variable inertia snakeboard move along the x , y and
� directions, respectively. Similarly, (d), (e) and (f) depict the three purely dynamic gaits, while (g), (h) and (i) depict the three
kino-dynamic gaits. The solid dots depicted in the above plots indicate the initial shape of the robot for each of the gaits.
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Fig. 13. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�VS
1 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 14. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�VS
2 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 15. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely kinematic gait, PK�VS
3 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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functions, respectively, as shown Figures 17 and 18. These two
gaits respectively move the original snakeboard along the y
direction and rotate it along the � fiber direction.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard, Purely Dynamic

Similarly, for the variable inertia snakeboard, we construct the
following purely dynamic gaits which are depicted in the sec-
ond row of Figure 12:

PD�VS
1 :

�1 � �

4
�1� sin�t�� 2 sin2�t���

�2 � �

4
�1� sin�t�� 2 sin2�t���

PD�VS
2 :

�1 � �

10
�2 sin�3t�� 5��

�2 � �

6
�sin�t�� 3��

PD�VS
3 :

�1 � �

4
�2 sin�t�� 1��

�2 � �

4
�2 sin�t�� 1�


The three gaits, PD�VS
1 , PD�VS

2 and PD�VS
3 are depicted in

Figures 19, 20 and 21, respectively. Note, that each of the three
gaits independently move the variable inertia snakeboard along
one of the fiber directions.

For instance, let us consider the second proposed gaits,
PD�VS

2 . We can clearly see that this gait envelops no volume
in the base space as shown in Figures 20(a)–20(c). Moreover,
we can see that this curve stays in the same signed region of
the second gamma function, while it spans two regions for op-
posite sign for the first and third gamma functions as shown
in Figures 20(d)–20(f). We also made sure that the curve is
symmetric about the curve separating these two regions. Fi-
nally, we verify that the scaled momentum is sign-definite,
where � � 0, as shown in Figure 20(g). Thus, we should ex-
pect that I GEO � 0 along the � direction while I DYN is non-
zero only along the � 2 direction, which is the case as shown
in Figures 20(h) and 20(i), respectively. The two plots in Fig-
ures 20(j) and 20(k) depict the motion of the variable iner-
tia snakeboard in the body-attached coordinate frame and the
inertial frame, respectively. For this particular gait, most of
the motion along the � 2 direction was mapped to the global
y direction. Finally, The motion of the variable inertia snake-
board between the start and the end of the gait is shown in
Figure 20(l).

Example 1: Original Snakeboard, Kino-dynamic

As we mentioned earlier, kino-dynamic gaits are gaits for
which both the geometric and dynamic phase shift contribute

to the system’s motion. For these gaits, we start with the vol-
ume analysis of the geometric gaits. For example, to design
a gait that moves the original snakeboard in the � 1 direction,
we design a curve that encloses a non-zero volume only under
the first height function shown in Figure 3. We can easily con-
clude that a curve with the following properties is a possible
candidate:

� Closed non-intersecting curve.

� Symmetric about the line �1 � k��2, k � �.

� The curve is bounded by the two lines, k��4 � �1 �
�k � 1���4, k � �� �0�.

The first gait, KD�OS
1 , in the following list of curves satisfies

all of the above properties:

KD�OS
1 :

�1 � �

4
cos�t��

�2 � �

2
sin�t��

KD�OS
2 :

�1 � �

4
sin�2t��

�2 � �

3
sin�3t��

KD�OS
3 :

�1 � �

4
sin�t��

�2 � �

3
sin�2t�


The above gaits are depicted in the third row of Figure 8.
We have simulated the first gait as shown in Figure 22. The
first row depicts the gait in the base space, which verifies
that it satisfies the above requirements. We simulated this gait
and plotted the values of I GEO and I DYN versus time in Fig-
ures 22(h) and 22(i). Note the non-zero value of the I GEO and
I DYN along the � 1 direction at the end of the cycle. Moreover,
note that at the end of each cycle, both the geometric and dy-
namic phase shift have the same sign and additively contribute
to the total motion. Finally, we plot the actual position of the
original snakeboard in Figure 22(l). Note that this particular
gait moves the original snakeboard solely along the global x
direction.

Similarly we generate anther gait KD�OS
3 , that moves the

original snakeboard along the � direction. We have simulated
this gait which is shown in Figure 23. Note that for KD�OS

3 both
I GEO and I DYN are always zero in the � 3 direction. The gait still
produced most of the motion along the � direction, but it did
also produce undesired motion along the x and y directions as
shown in Figure 23(k). Finally, we record the motion of the
snakeboard as it executes this gait as shown in Figure 23(l).

As for a gait designed to move the snakeboard in the y
direction, our analysis failed to produce such a gait for sev-
eral reasons. First, because we aligned the body-attached co-
ordinate frame as shown in Figure 1, both the height and the
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Fig. 16. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�OS
1 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 17. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�OS
2 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 18. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�OS
3 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 19. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS
1 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 20. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS
2 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 21. Analysis and numerical simulation of the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS
3 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 22. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�OS
1 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 23. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�OS
3 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 24. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�OS
2 , which causes the original snakeboard to move in

the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time evolution
of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber variables
in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and the end
of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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gamma functions were exactly zero for the � 2 direction as
shown in Figures 3(b) and 5(b), respectively. This means that
if an observer is sitting on the snakeboard, he will never de-
tect any motion along the � 2 direction. The second reason for
which our approach failed to produce such a gait is the fact that
we are planning in a body-attached coordinate frame. Thus, we
could have designed a gait that moves the snakeboard along the
� 1 direction and then hoped that it would produce some motion
along the y direction in the inertial coordinate frame. Nonethe-
less, we were not successful in finding such a gait. Thus, we
opted to analyze a gait that was proposed by Ostrowski (1995)
to move the snakeboard along the y direction. This gait is given
by KD�OS

2 and is depicted in Figure 24.

Example 2: Variable Inertia Snakeboard, Kino-dynamic

For the variable inertia snakeboard, we can generate kino-
dynamic gaits by using the volume integration analysis to pro-
duce candidate gaits. For example, to generate a gait that ro-
tates the variable inertia snakeboard in place, we start by de-
signing a curve in the base space that envelopes a non-zero
volume only under the third height function of the variable in-
ertia snakeboard. A curve with the following properties is a
possible candidate:

� Figure-eight type curve.

� Each loop of the figure-eight curve lies on the opposite
side of the line �1 � �2.

� The orientation of the loops should be in opposite direc-
tions.

The curve, KD�VS
3 , given below satisfies all of the above

requirements:

KD�VS
1 :

�1 � � 1�
2

��
2

sin�t�� �
4

cos�t�
�
�

�2 � 1�
2

�
��

2
sin�t�� �

4
cos�t�

�
�

KD�VS
2 :

�1 � 1�
2

��
2

sin�2t�� �
4

sin�t�
�
�

�2 � � 1�
2

��
2

sin�2t�� �
4

sin�t�
�
�

KD�VS
3 :

�1 � 1�
2

��
3

sin�2t�� �
3

sin�t�
�
�

�2 � 1�
2

�
��

3
sin�2t�� �

3
sin�t�

�



A plot of the curve superimposed over the height functions
of the variable inertia snakeboard is shown in the first row of

Figure 3. We can clearly see that this gait is symmetric about
the line �2 � �1, where it has two loops of opposite direction
at either side of the line. Moreover, we know that only the third
height function is odd about this line. Thus, we should expect
a non-zero I GEO only along the � 3 direction, which we can
clearly see in Figure 25(h). Similarly, we can verify that for
this particular gait, I DYN is non-zero along the � 3 direction
as well, as shown in Figure 25(i). Finally, we plot the global
motion of the variable inertia snakeboard in Figure 25(l) and
observe that the system rotates.

Similarly, we can design two other curves that envelop vol-
umes under the first and second height functions to move the
variable inertia snakeboard in the x and y directions. Curves
KD�VS

1 and KD�VS
2 are such possible candidates. The first row

of Figures 26 and 27 depict the two curves superimposed over
the height functions of the variable inertia snakeboard.

We have simulated all three curves and, as expected, KD�VS
1

generates motion solely along the x direction. The fiber vari-
ables are plotted versus time in Figure 26(k). Similar plot can
be seen in the Figure 27(k) for KD�VS

2 that depict the fiber vari-
ables versus time. Finally, we show two snapshots of the vari-
able inertia snakeboard at the beginning and end of each of
the gaits KD�VS

1 and KD�VS
2 , which are shown in Figures 26(l)

and 27(l), respectively.
In this section we have generated three of each type gait that

moved both the original and variable inertia snakeboards in
any specified global direction. Moreover, we have the freedom
to choose from the three types of gaits that we have proposed
earlier.

10. Experiments

In this section we implement our gait generation techniques
on a variable inertia snakeboard system which was specifically
constructed to demonstrate the applicability of our gait analy-
sis technique. We propose several gaits to move this robot
along specified directions and compare our simulated results
with the actual motion executed by the real robot.

We designed and constructed a variable inertia snakeboard
as shown in Figure 28. For this specific robot, we placed the
wheel axes on the distal links such that the distance between
the wheel axes and the revolute joints is identical to the length
of the middle link. Moreover, we rigidly attached two sprock-
ets to the two ends of the middle link. We also rigidly attached
two motors to each of the distal links. These motors drive
the sprockets on the middle link via timing belts. Thus, using
the motors, this simple planar robot can only actuate indepen-
dently the inter-link angles, that is, the robot’s base variable. A
photo of the assembled variable inertia snakeboard is depicted
in Figure 28(b).

Even though we wanted to generate a gait of each of the
three types for the locomotion of the variable inertia snake-
board, we quickly realized that the purely kinematic gaits
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Fig. 25. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�VS
3 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the � direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 26. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�VS
1 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the x direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 27. Analysis and numerical simulation of the kino-dynamic gait, KD�VS
2 , which causes the variable inertia snakeboard to

move in the y direction. The first two rows depict the gait over the height and gamma functions. The third row depicts the time
evolution of the scaled momentum and the geometric and the dynamic phase shifts. The last row plots the motion along the fiber
variables in both body and global coordinates. Finally, the last plot depicts two snapshots of the snakeboard at the beginning and
the end of the gait. Refer to the Mathematica

R�
code in Extension 1 for further analysis of the gait.
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Fig. 28. (a) A mechanical design sketch of the variable inertia snakeboard. (b) The actual constructed variable inertia snakeboard.

produced relatively smaller magnitudes. We believe that the
reason behind this is the fact that the purely kinematic gaits
that we generated for the variable inertia snakeboard produced
small magnitudes of motion owing to the small enclosed vol-
ume under the height functions. We believe that the mechani-
cal imperfections of the system also played a counterproduc-
tive role and reduced the expected magnitudes of motion even
further. Thus, one can clearly see the importance of dynamic
motions which, in general, produce larger magnitudes of mo-
tion.

Thus, we generate three gaits for the variable inertia snake-
board, two of which belong to the purely dynamic gaits fam-
ily and another that belongs to the kino-dynamic gaits family.
Moreover, we designed the gaits such that each of them moves
the variable inertia snakeboard along each of the fiber vari-
ables, �x� y� ��. These gaits are

PD�VS
1 :

�1 � 3�

4
sin�t��

�2 � sin�t��

(57)

PD�VS
2 :

�1 � �

5
sin�3t�� �

2
�

�2 � �

6
sin�t�� �

2
�

(58)

KD�VS
3 :

�1 � 1�
2

��
3

sin�2t�� �
3

sin�t�
�
�

�2 � 1�
2

��
3

sin�2t�� �
3

sin�t�
�



(59)

The first gait we implemented is the purely dynamic gait
given in (57). This particular gait moves the variable inertia
snakeboard along the x direction. We simulated this gait nu-
merically and one can clearly see that this mixed system is
moving along the negative x direction. We do not include the

snapshots of the simulation results� however, we encourage the
reader to input the gait into the Mathematica

R�
code in Exten-

sion 1 to analyze the simulation results.
We implemented this gait on the real variable inertia snake-

board and, as expected, the system started locomoting along
the negative x direction. In Figure 29 we depict snapshots
(which are one second apart) of the variable inertia snake-
board performing the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS

1 . It is clear
that the variable inertia snakeboard is moving towards the left-
hand side of the individual frames. Moreover, the intermediate
motions of the variable inertia snakeboard closely match the
motions of the simulated system. We encourage the reader to
watch the video of this particular experiment in Extension 2 to
better grasp the shape changes and the motion of the variable
inertia snakeboard.

The second gait we implemented was another purely dy-
namic gait, PD�VS

2 , given in (58). Utilizing our gait generation
techniques, we proposed this particular gait to move the vari-
able inertia snakeboard along the y direction. This result was
verified by the numerical time simulation. We implemented
this gait on the actual variable inertia snakeboard and we can
clearly see that see that the variable inertia snakeboard moves
in the negative y direction as shown in Figure 30. Again we en-
courage the reader to watch the video of this particular exper-
iment in Extension 2 to see the motion of the variable inertia
snakeboard.

The last gait we implemented is of the kino-dynamic type
which is given in (59). This is the same gait that we proposed
in the previous section to rotate the variable inertia snakeboard.
The numerical analysis of the gait is given in Figure 3. We can
see that this gait rotates the variable inertia snakeboard along
the positive � direction. We implemented this kino-dynamic
gait on the actual variable inertia snakeboard and depict frames
(one second apart) of the actual motion of the system in Fig-
ure 31. The snakeboard moves along the positive � fiber direc-
tion. This rotation is clearly seen by comparing the first and
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Fig. 29. The actual motion of the variable inertia snakeboard while performing the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS
1 . The frames are

chosen to depict one complete gait where 	 is the gait’s period. Refer to the video section in Extension 2.

last frames in Figure 31. A video of this experiment is found
in the multimedia Extension 2, where the reader can see the
motion of the variable inertia snakeboard.

We would like to shed some more light on the above exper-
iments. Even though the gait design process was straightfor-
ward, getting the actual system to perform the proposed gait
was challenging. The cause of the mismatch between the sim-
ulation and experimental results is due to the inaccurate model
we used for the simulation. In fact, in our models, we assumed
that the middle link of the variable inertia snakeboard is mass-
less which is not the case for the real robot. Intuitively, owing
to this additional mass in the system, we expected the magni-
tudes of motion to be smaller than the simulated results. In-
deed, this was the case and to counteract the effect of the addi-
tional mass of the middle link, we added concentrated masses

on the extremities of the outer link, thus effectively increas-
ing the mass and inertia of the outer links which are directly
related to the magnitudes of motion.

Finally, it is worth noting that we found a special skateboard
whose free body diagram is almost identical to that of the vari-
able inertia snakeboard. This toy is referred to as the Wave-
board or the Essboard and is shown in Figure 32. This partic-
ular skateboard has two casters that are mounted on two foot-
pads which are connected by a torsion bar. The axes around
which the casters rotate are not vertical, they are sloped in such
a way that the casters have an equilibrium position. If the foot-
pads are parallel to the ground, the caster axes belong to a ver-
tical plane containing the torsion bar. As the rider pitches the
footpads, the casters rotate about their respective axes which
are no longer in the vertical plane.
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Fig. 30. The actual motion of the variable inertia snakeboard while performing the purely dynamic gait, PD�VS
2 . The frames are

chosen to depict one complete gait where 	 is the gait’s period. Refer to the video section in Extension 2.

A top view of the Essboard will have the same schematic as
that of the variable inertia snakeboard shown in Figure 1. In the
case of the Essboard, pitching the footpads causes the contact
points of the casters to follow an arc which can be represented
by the base angles of the variable inertia snakeboard.

Watching videos of riders using the Essboard to travel in a
straight line, it is clear that the caster rotations about their re-
spective axes are in phase and that they are always almost par-
allel. Since the inter-link base variables are in phase we deduce
that the gaits being executed by the riders are purely dynamic.
It is interesting to note that the riders have intuitively come to
the conclusion that dynamic gaits are more efficient in terms of
moving themselves forward. We did not implement this gait on
the actual variable inertia snakeboard because such a gait will
cause interference between the motors and the middle link.

Another interesting fact about riding the Essboard is that
the riders always yaw their bodies with respect to the mid-
dle link of the board. This means that the riders are “transfer-
ring” momentum from their bodies to the system in a similar
way that the rotor “transfers” momentum to the original snake-
board. Our model of the variable inertia snakeboard does not
account for the rider which can be represented as an additional
mass with controlled motion. A variable inertia model that ac-
counts for the rider will have a larger dimension base space
to identify the location of the rider’s mass. As a future work
problem, we would like to investigate how adding a rotor to
the variable inertia snakeboard will affect our gait generation
techniques.
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Fig. 31. The actual motion of the variable inertia snakeboard while performing the kino-dynamic gait, KD�VS
3 . The frames are

chosen to depict one complete gait where 	 is the gait’s period. Refer to the video section in Extension 2.

Fig. 32. The Essboard (see http://www.essboard.com). (a) The top view of the board. (b) The bottom view of the board, note the
off-vertical caster axes.
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11. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied mixed non-holonomic sys-
tems and designed three families of gaits, purely kinematic,
purely dynamic and kino-dynamic, to move such systems
along specified fiber directions. This partitioning of the space
of allowable gaits, which is one of this paper’s main contri-
butions, has led us to analyze a mechanical system’s motion
due to either the geometric or dynamic phase shifts separately.
In addition, we presented another general class of gaits which
combines both geometric and dynamic phase shift contribu-
tions to produce system motions with relatively larger magni-
tudes.

This work is a generalization of our prior work where we
generated gaits for purely mechanical and principally kine-
matic systems. In fact, in this paper, we verify that these two
systems are special cases of the mixed type systems and that
the gaits needed to “locomote” these two types of systems are
of the purely kinematic type which belong to one of the three
families of gaits we defined in this paper.

Another contribution of this paper is the introduction of the
scaled momentum variable which greatly simplified our gait
generation analysis. This new variable allowed us to rewrite
both the reconstruction as well as the momentum evolution
equation in simpler forms that are suitable for our gait analysis
and design techniques. It is worth noting that we proved the ex-
istence of this new momentum variable for mixed mechanical
systems that have one less non-holonomic constraint than the
dimension of the fiber space. We acknowledge the restriction
of this assumption and we shall address this fact in our future
work on motion planning.

An further contribution is the introduction of the novel me-
chanical system, the variable inertia snakeboard. This system
is similar enough to the original snakeboard that we can re-
late our results to this well-known system, but at the same
time it did not over simplify the gait generation problem. In
fact, by analyzing the variable inertia snakeboard, we iden-
tified regions in the base space where purely kinematic gaits
are not possible. There are no such regions for the original
snakeboard. In fact, the generality of mixed systems is essen-
tial to this paper. This new class of systems highlighted the
non-triviality of the dynamic phase shift and led us to intro-
duce the scaled momentum variable in order to simplify the
analysis of this dynamic shift.

We believe that the true value of this paper is in developing
a foundation for evaluating which types of gaits are effective
for a particular type of systems. In addition, we believe that
this paper constitutes an initial step towards developing a gen-
eralized algorithmic gait synthesis technique for mixed me-
chanical systems. Our next step would be to relax the assump-
tions stated in this paper to expand our analysis to include sys-
tems with more than two-dimensional base spaces and systems
with more than one generalized momentum variable. Ideally,
we would like to develop an algorithm whose inputs are the

system’s configuration space structure, its Lagrangian and the
set of non-holonomic constraints acting on the system. The al-
gorithm would automatically generate gaits that will move the
system along a desired global direction with a desired magni-
tude.

More specifically, there are several future work directions
that we would like to pursue. First, we need to study the dis-
crepancy between body representation and global representa-
tions. Also, we would like to study how our gait analysis ap-
plies to systems with more than one scaled momentum vari-
able. Moreover, we would like to solve the variational problem
where we can design gaits that produce desired fixed magni-
tudes. Finally, we would like solve a general path planning
problem where we would select appropriate gait primitives to
move the robot from a start to a goal configuration by concate-
nating these primitives.
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Appendix: Index to Multimedia Extensions

Table of Multimedia Extensions

Extension Type Description

1 Code Mathematica
R�

code where most of
the figures of this paper were gener-
ated. This code will allow the user to
rework the examples we introduced
in this paper and analyze other me-
chanical systems. The readers can in-
stall Mathematica

R�
Player to read

the code if they do not have access
to Mathematica

R�
.

2 Video Demonstration videos from which
Figures 12–14 are extracted from.

The multimedia extension page is found at http://www.ijrr.org
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